MaintenancePlus stands for stable production and maximum machine uptime, and helps you to retain the optimum value of your packaging line. A combination of classic machine maintenance modules, calibration measures and the latest security updates for all Uhlmann software solutions.

Four areas for added machine availability:

**MACHINES**

Basic:
Annual inspection of machines and additional components; maintenance measure recommendations

Comfort:
Basic plus preparation and annual comparison of the effect analysis FMECA; format data backup; a preferred technician from the respective local services unit

Premium:
Comfort plus maintenance management; a preferred maintenance technician; on-site practical training

**SOFTWARE**

SmartControl operating system update:
Operating system update to install latest security patches

HMI control check/system optimization:
System speed-up by checking soft- and hardware; memory optimization; virus check

Revalidation after major/minor updates:
Revalidation of the operating system on the basis of risk analyses and change notes after update installation

**CALIBRATION**

Pressure nuts:
Calibration of forming and sealing station pressure nuts according to a certified process

VisioScan:
Regular calibration of the forming and lid material surface scanning inspection system VisioScan

Bottle lines:
Calibration of the cap torque

Traveling time and expenses incurred by visiting technicians are not included in the scope/fixed prices of these four areas and will be charged additionally.

To find your personal contact person and our locations worldwide please visit www.uhlmann.de